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Date:  January 31, 2018 
 
To:   Honorable Mayor and City Council Members 
  
From:  Brian M. Kischnick, City Manager 
  Kelly Molinar, Assistant to the City Manager  
  Caroline Radzwion, Management Assistant  
  
Subject: Civic Center Conversations - Comments and Feedback Session | January 24, 2018  
 
 
On January 24, 2018 City Manager Brian Kischnick facilitated a public engagement session regarding 
the Civic Center at the Troy Community Center. Presentations were given by Dave Mangum from 
Gibbs Planning Group and Matt Farrell from CORE Partners. In attendance were 174 citizens, 7 
planning commission members, 7 city council members, elected officials and 8 members of city 
administration. After the presentations, feedback was collected from notecards that citizens were able 
to utilize to document their input. There were four categories of cards collected: likes, dislikes, 
unanswered questions and civic center new ideas. Staff is currently working on a presentation for the 
February 19th City Council meeting. Below is the feedback attendees provided: 
 
Likes 
 

1. You are thinking about the future.  
2. Great start. Not sure about the hotel. Like concept. 
3. Love it. Great job.  
4. Water feature around center that is walkable is great! Definitely keep that.  
5. Like the balance of housing, retail and commercial. Farmer’s market. Concert space should be 

added like Birmingham. Let community understand economic impact (+-) to citizen and 
demographic change. 

6. Very exciting. Why not? No harm in doing RFQ. 
7. Can we facelift the library too? It looks too old school. Like the city hall face lift!  
8. I do use the public land and bike and walk the asphalt path from the library to community 

center, along the “drain” and along Livernois to my neighborhood, Troy Meadow at 17 & 
Livernois.  

9. Keep the hotel idea, but hopefully provide a unique design.  
10. Love it! Thank you. 
11. You are so right that many older residents will be looking for smaller homes and the amenities 

and conveniences that this will offer!  
12. Walkable downtown. 
13. Bringing in younger population, walkability of a city center, keeping a lot of current green 

space.  
14. Times are changing: need more housing choices, walkable and mixed use Civic Center trends 

are national, learn from Amazon bid. 
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15. Young people love the walkability, convenience and vibrancy of this project! Thank you.  
16. Need senior housing development in plan.  
17. Mixed size housing on small/no lots—allows residents to stay in Troy and not have to maintain 

a large lot. 
18. It’s imperative that amenities for senior citizens/retired citizens be provided. 
19. Everything—keep emphasizing equivalent green space now and in the concept plan.  
20. I am a fan of growth. I love the idea of multi-use. The current space is underutilized. Having 

green space that is beautiful and works sounds amazing. Well presented. Great ideas. I am a 
fan.  

21. Turning the drain into a place to walk around.  
22. Current open space not utilized.  
23. I like that people would be able to walk to different businesses/restaurants. 
24. Thank you—great info and exciting concept.  
25. Thanks for considering millennials.  
26. I love high density and elevators. 
27. I am excited about Troy becoming the city of tomorrow today, the way our motto says!  
28. We like the fact the potential of the green space will be put to better use.  
29. I like the ideas presented in the presentation. Way to go. Let’s make it happen.  
30. I love everything about this plan—Troy has needed this for a long time. Please go full speed 

ahead!  
31. Please go forward!  
32. I like the changes proposed to the city that would make Troy an attractive place for people to 

come from all over MI and have a good time and make it a memorable moment. 
33. I like the idea of some retail space and the green areas but seems like Troy just keeps housing 

instead of areas for current residents.  
34. I appreciate that mixed use walkable is an attractive concept.  
35. This project will provide a gathering area/city center many residents have long wished for.  
36. Like the size of project.  
37. This is a draw to people to shop/walk/convene which will compete with several downtowns and 

“the village” of Rochester Hills.  
38. In regards to school age children, I believe this development would greatly help because it 

creates areas to socialize and congregate for kids. TPL is considered as not the best library, 
and generally teens view this town to be an area to hang out or study.  

39. Troy does not have much of a town center area. Many of my fellow teenagers long for a public 
space to walk/shop/etc. We travel to Birmingham to do this but this town center would be very 
convenient and enticing.  

40. Love this project. Please go for this.  
41. I like the new utilization of open spaces.  
42. Tennis courts. 
43. Good presentation! Nice pics of other town centers.  
44. Like the restaurants. 
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45. The green space in Troy is sorely underused. This would create a major spot for people to 
congregate.  

46. Traffic congestion around town center, public transportation around town center, retail 
competes with Somerset or other retail in Troy along Big Beaver.  

47. “Aging in Place” strategy article references including; good examples of loft, open floor plan 
development, walkable mixed use development.  

48. Would like more detail for “aging in place” housing (not apartments)—projected build 
completion date, time frame, estimated costs, size, elevators, parking.  

49. Town center is great. Get rid of condos and single family homes.  
50. The students of Troy High School support this! Troy needs it!  
51. I like the whole concept. 
52. Approaching planners/designers prior to developers, overlays of other cities onto Civic Center 

project. 
53. These negative people who are terrified of change make me want to move out of Troy. Today’s 

City Center is a joke. Yay, more lawns. 
 

Dislikes 
 

1. Do not believe Huber Park should be used for a pool. The original deed restriction did not 
intend that use. 

2. City Council will still sell our land without citizen’s vote. 
3. Kmart has about 8 acres with no plans, IHOP and Panda Express, as well as Papa Vino’s 

amounts to 127 acres.  
4. Village of Rochester is not the idyllic development you keep portraying—constant stop/start 

with people and car interaction. Whether in a car or walking it is uncomfortable in comparison 
to Partridge Creek. Eatontown is also proof in Columbus—visit—see how it really works.  

5. Don’t like 7 people making the decisions on public land. 
6. Aquatic Park in the center of Huber Park. I like the green areas. 
7. Too many apartments. More homes are needed. 
8. What is wrong with the current Aquatic Center? Why don’t you spend our tax dollars more 

wisely? 
9. No discussion on impact on schools. 
10. Too dense, crime will increase, increase our taxes, potential rodent invasion. 
11. Flying bridge. Maintenance headache, snow and rocks falling on I-75. 
12.  We need green space—why would you mix homes and shopping in same space—not smart. 
13. Rental cost projected for apartment—$1900. Current Amber 2 bedroom on Crooks—$950 to 

$1025 per month 
14. We are running out of open space due to private owner development. We need to preserve the 

open campus of the civic center. 
15. There is new senior living and a condo on Livernois. Why build more condos? 
16. I will not tolerate any changes to Philip J. Huber Park.  
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17. Infrastructure ready for residents/parking. 
18. Water features are weak—come on, you can do better!  
19. Too late for a downtown center. Won’t fit in with all the high rise office buildings. 
20. “In the Lancet, Hong Chen and colleagues concluded that living close to heavy traffic was 

associated with a higher incidence of dementia. Chen and colleagues provide new knowledge 
showing direct evidence that residing in close proximity to a high traffic road will increase the 
risk of developing dementia. We must implement preventive measures now, rather than take 
reactive actions decades from now.”  

21. Way too much traffic created with this development on a very busy road. Will hurt my property 
values as I live near Big Beaver.  

22. Trying to get rid of the drain. 
23. Your presentation did not deal at all with how the project will be financed. Short-sighted and 

demeaning to the audience. We seem to have forgotten Bloomfield Park.  
24. I dislike the whole project. We need the park land and recreation more than more 

development. There are several large sites for development sitting vacant in Troy. The recent 
election was dishonest on the part of city government. City is not acting as the people wish. 
You are spending big money unwisely (Transit Center).  

25. No single story homes. Probable congestion of the parking and traffic.  
26. No, do not need any more stores and hotels and homes.  
27. A hotel should not be put in the development of residences. You don’t want a lot of transient 

people roaming in a residential area.  
28. Why do we need a hotel? Hotel should not be in this area.  
29. Open space is not under-utilized. It is calming and good for the eye. Vacant grass is good.  
30. Moving the Aquatic Center should be avoided. We paid for it once. To move it would rival that 

original cost.  
31. The Aquatic Center is a gem in Troy! What are the residents supposed to do for summer fun 

while you are destroying it? Stupid!  
32. The green space will be gone, too many commercial spaces, if people live here and go to work 

outside it will add to more traffic, didn’t see a plan B—like half-residential and half community 
garden.  

33. Why in the world would you move a $20 million Aquatic Center and rebuild it and today’s 
prices? That is so ridiculous! Waste of money.  

34. Troy needs to encourage business to use the currently vacant buildings.  
35. Why do we need another hotel when we have an empty eye sore on Crooks? We have a lot of 

empty buildings now—more buildings will just make it worse. We need affordable senior 
housing.  

36. How does this development benefit the people of Troy who actually own this property? Why 
turn a small town atmosphere into a busy city that benefits business rather than the people of 
Troy? Let them develop private land. Troy people like quiet.  

37. Seems like a land give away to developers. Once this city gives the land away it is gone 
forever.  
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38. The Marriot is next door. The new Hampton and Hilton are on the other side of the freeway 
with little occupancy. Is there really a need for anther hotel in the area?  

39. Moving the pool next to a freeway will create way too much noise and debris in the pool. 
Children in the pool will never be able to hear parents calling them. Then people won’t go.  

40. Seems like these wonderful areas will only be for the people living there. The rest of the 
community will need to drive there and battle with trying to find a parking spot.  

41. This is concept only. Not telling us everything.  
42. Why should public land be used for private and commercial development?  
43. This area should remain for the general public—no housing! Focus on open space, parks, 

farmer’s market, splash pads, performing arts center, ice rink, pond, etc. A place for all to 
gather.  

44. People move to Troy for the schools .This development is intended to attract people without 
school age children. This will change the makeup of Troy. Why do we want to do this?  

45. Too much emphasis on apartment homes rather than the homeowner residences—too 
transient, nothing for senior living other than apartment.  

46. It will make Troy another urban city and not suburban, other property values will go up, not 
really well bound community like co-living, can have farmer’s market instead.  

47. As a banker that finances commercial and residential development, we see that residential and 
retail have peaked. This puts Troy’s very large project in a risky position.  

48. Worst possible place to move the aquatic center to. Should be moved to beside the community 
center. Freeing up the pool space inside the Community Center to use it for other needed 
activities we can’t do today.  

49. Condos and townhouses have no place here and is not urban living. Troy residents do not 
want to feel like visitors here. We don’t want to walk by people’s homes next to the library, City 
Hall, etc. It doesn’t fit.  

50. Where does the new school go for all the extra people we will get? We want a vote on this!  
51. I could support. Did not like being forced.  
52. The council people that voted extra 120 thousand for electric or propane grass cutting—did 

they make same choice for their grass?  
53. Prefer big park instead of development.  
54. I don’t like multi-story parking as in Royal Oak. I like a midtown square, ground level close to 

stores.  
55. Library—which is paid for through property taxes—no longer dedicated parking adjacent. 

Waiting for shoe to drop where parking structure is metered. 
56. This concept will not attract young people to move to (or stay in) Troy. They will likely not be 

able to afford to live in this development.  
57. All parking is not free in Birmingham. Woodward businesses have meters ($1.50 per hour) 

between 15 and 16. When retirees move out, young employees move in with talent. Young 
consumers are not looking for this busyness they (me) want land!  

58. Where could you get that loaf of bread? Is there going to be a grocery store? We don’t want 
vibrant, we want peace and quiet—not more activity.  
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59. Walkability? We would still have to drive to the development if we didn’t live there. How many 
people in this room walks? 

60. Parking decks—not as safe, costly to maintain, difficult to navigate.  
61. The hotel causes unnecessary density—people/traffic. Already have hotels in Troy not doing 

well. Presentation showed Met Hotel—vacant property.  
62. No renewable energy plan, hotel, why give to developers when city can own it or people can 

own it?  
63. Failure to integrate into community—why replicate hotel, restaurants that are so close? Instead 

have more housing and make access to existing businesses—reward and support what we 
have.  

64. Too many apartments—no ownership. Would like to see higher ration homes (town/cottage).  
65. Don’t want any commercial/retail on Beaver  
66. Will be huge increase in traffic in and out, adversely impact other Troy residents trying to use 

the Civic Center, adversely impact people trying to drive along Big Beaver and Livernois, 
adversely impact ability for police to do regular work and respond to emergencies.  

67. Aquatic center is in wrong location—too far from the library and Community Center. Its distant 
location would seem like a private facility for the center residents and too hard to get to.  

68. For the majority of the citizens who will not be living in the new development, we will still have 
to drive there to use the restaurants, etc. From the plans there is obviously not enough parking 
and the issue was not addressed. 

69. Leave the Aquatic Center alone! If this Gibbs is so good, then plan around the Aquatic Center.  
70. Leave Huber Park alone! Leave the Aquatic Center alone!  
71. Move hotels off site and no Airbnb.  
72. Which resident survey showed a majority would like to see hundreds of hotel rooms in a Civic 

Center/public gathering/walkable space for residents? There are two large hotels in the 
immediate area of 16 and Livernois already. Yet another unnecessary commercial waste of 
public land and creation of crowds and congestion. Not a hometown feel.  

73. Proposal to reduce the size of Huber Park and green space in preference for retail and 
development for commercial purposes. Park land and green space is important for the quality 
of life in Troy. Also putting the pool in the natural trails of the park makes the park look smaller.  

74. We don’t want to be Royal Oak, Birmingham, Atlanta, Columbus—we want to be Troy—small! 
Not more traffic and people.  

75. Traffic, traffic, traffic. Getting in and out will be impossible.  
76. If you don’t have a car—call the public transportation—cheap rides in Troy for handicapped. 

Call a self-driving vehicle soon to take you places. Don’t want more traffic.  
77. This plan monetizes the Civic Center. Is this the best and highest use of the land? It is hard to 

decide, seeing that it was done by Gibbs—who has a financial interest in the project. City 
should have had two independent teams to develop our plans. Use U of M/WSU urban 
planners.  

78. Traffic is pretty crazy now.at 16 Mile and Livernois. What will happen if this plan works out? 
79. Why encourage more transient living in our beautiful bedroom community.  
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80. Why is a project of this magnitude not being put to the vote of the people?  
81. Selling off our most valuable property (too soon?), chain restaurants/retail 

(viability/bankruptcy), hotel=crime?  
82. Will there really be affordable housing for people who want to downsize? I doubt it. It is not 

available in Birmingham.  
83. Looks like this city within a city will ignore the needs of the current residents. Why not spend 

the money on installing/improving current sidewalks to make existing walkable.  
84. It appears that it will be much more difficult for those that don’t live in the city center to access 

the city facilities (City Hall, library, etc.) due to increased traffic, congestion, lack of parking, 
etc.  

85. Residents live here because of the schools. Students of new residents will need to be bussed 
to multiple schools (not walkable for new students)  

86. Walking winter in Michigan. 
87. Failed Pontiac development in Pontiac: bankrupt, lots of litigation, still undeveloped.  
88. Business below residences—food/entertainment and businesses lead to pest and noise 

problems. Can’t park near businesses—is this why these type of properties in Birmingham rail 
district aren’t leased?  

89. Pool, tennis courts, and community center need to be located together and share parking. The 
lot as drawn is inadequate and community center residents will be excluded.  

90. People keep moving north for the green spaces. Why are you eliminating our green spaces? 
Soon we will be another Warren! 

91. We need to retain young talent in Michigan—young Troy High graduates and Troy Athens and 
Avondale are moving out of state (not Troy) because of Troy itself. I use downtown Rochester 
and Royal Oak downtown and probably will continue to.  

92. Can’t get onto 16 mile now from Civic Center drive (thank goodness for Town Center Dr. to 
Livernois).  

93. Don’t see overall design or theme.  
94. Too much of my money (taxes) spent on “study”. Don’t want the project, period. 
95. The developments in downtown Detroit will be able to out-finance, out-market and out-hustle 

what Troy is able to produce.  
96. Love Troy as is! The majority of the residents do not want this!  
97. Potential flooding. 
98. Walking/auto interaction. Partridge Creek and universities put parking on outside and you walk 

in safe, separation of cars and people. Can this project consider a layout with less people/car 
interaction?  

99. Vacant commercial Oakland mall. 
100. Need some percentage of low income housing, somewhat similar to what is done in 

Detroit. Not just hosing for middle and upper income folks. 
101. No tax money used. Expand the community center. 
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102. Green areas, attractive/unique businesses, hotel: good. 1000+ new homes—no, already 
congested, not aesthetic, not an attraction, problematic tax situation (residents want more than 
willing or able to pay for).  

103. You forgot to mention the part about taking out all the trees in Huber Park and 
replanting them.  

Unanswered Questions 
 

1. Who funds this? Are there any tax incentives to the developer?  
2. Detailed timeline of all events related to this project. The dates, reports, etc. 6-10 town hall 

meetings were held, where did they occur and what was covered? How much has been spent 
for all the items? Travel to sites, cost of reports, costs for consultants, etc. We need a 
complete documented audit so we can all see how this project is occurring.  

3. 850 houses house about 2400 people and these is more than 80,000 people in Troy now. Why 
sell off our land?  

4. Why hasn’t this happened sooner? To have walkability, newer public facilities, new library 
5. What is the impact on police department ability to function well? 
6. How does the city make money on this? 
7. Will the city purchase comparable square footage of green space elsewhere to replace what is 

being sold/given to commercial residential development?  
8. Will commercial developers/hoteliers be paying the city for the public land? Or paying the city 

portions of the proceeds from the revenue? 
9. Will residents be able to vote on a selection of development plans, or on a yes/no development 

plan? 
10. Do the two main drives (Town and Civic) need to be four lanes each way to handle all the 

traffic for this to be a success?  
11. Celebration, Florida was cited as a good example. I visited Celebration last year and was 

amazed at how deserted it was. A lot of buildings were vacant, only a few restaurants had 
customers. If a city that was originally developed by Disney can’t flourish, how do you expect 
this new Troy to survive and flourish?  

12. What is the impact on the police and fire departments? 
13. Walkability—promote these citywide in the neighborhoods. What will it cost you for upkeep for 

all this fussy green space? 
14. Does higher density mean higher crime? How to avoid project would become another vacant 

property? How to adapt retail to changing buying habits, especially reduction in physical 
shopping of millennials?  

15. With the examples and tours of Charlotte and Atlanta—are there considerations of our 
climate? Ex. It’s in the twenties tonight—how many of us would walk here in the dark on icy 
patches?  

16. There are 30 thousand acres in Troy and 1207 acres in the civic area and people are going to 
drive to the area. What is the parking and road plans?  
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17. Keep seeing words “master plan” and community deciding—then what would be needed for 
developer input or decisions to influence plan? 

18. At what point will proposed high density cause need for paid, fulltime fire department, rather 
than volunteers? 

19. Will the city make money on this project? Or will it cost the city money? 
20. Has there been research done on if there is demand for mid-rise apartments in Troy? 
21. Rendering makes it look very dense. Am still not clear on final concept? Will residents vote on 

final concept? Or does city council make final “go” decision?  
22. Who would pay for building maintenance? City or individual store and home unit owner?  
23. There is no forecast given to us regarding the tax impact to residents and existing businesses. 

Be transparent. How much will it cost long and short term? 
24. Why do we need another hotel? We could use the extra green space. 
25. Troy will never be truly walkable. So, people will need to drive to this town center. Will this be 

adequate parking and how will the increase in traffic be handled? 
26. What are invasive species in Huber? If so bad, why hasn’t it been addressed already? 
27. Living on Kirk Lake—with all the additional traffic both ways how will we be able to get into or 

out of our subdivision? Also, access to the Community Center? 
28. What type of retail? Residents already fighting commercial/apartment development in 

neighborhoods.  
29. At what point does city lose input to changes after developers involved? No more transit 

fiascos! What is largest project City has undertaken? Close to 350 million dollars? 
30. How to pay for community area improvements? 
31. What concepts of “universal design” have been applied to assure accessibility and function for 

people with mobility, sensory, and cognitive challenges? 
32. Why do you hire and plan Troy change before you have meetings to hear the owners of Troy 

neighborhoods? For 30 years it has worked well.  
33. What is in it for Troy? 
34. Is there a commitment to a vote of the people before the project is started? 
35. Is there planned parking structures for visitors who don’t live there? Where for citizens who do 

live in the park?  
36. Who pays to maintain this? Where will people park if they want to come? What percentage of 

our taxes will go to pay for this being built and continuing upkeep on this? Why is city property 
being used for hotels, apartments, townhomes, and single family homes?  

37. Would like to know the short term and long term impact on our property tax? 
38. What and how much parking will there be for the general Troy population who don’t live there? 

Will it be adequate and free?  
39. Because the pond attracts geese, are there options for just a stream?  
40. Why Millennials don’t pay the majority of taxes. 
41. I understood that Huber Park was deeded to remain park land? This plan shows development 

of the aquatic center in it.  
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42. Where are the one story homes with first floor masters for the people wanting to downsize? 
The plan shows multi-story homes and apartments.  

43. Parking concerns: increased distance from library, City Hall, etc. Where are the parking 
structures, is there paid parking in our future?  

44. What is the time frame? Start when, complete when? 
45. Why is walkability and urban lifestyle considered necessary for Troy? Why do you want to 

spend 53,000,000 of taxpayer dollars? What happens if you can’t keep tenants? I’ve seen 
some of these projects that start out strong and then fizzle out.  

46. In 2004, residents overwhelmingly rejected development of the Civic Center. That is less than 
20 years ago. Why do you think things have changed?   

47. Why would you build new hotels when there are several hotels in Troy that just did not make 
it?  

48. How does this dovetail with Troy going forward? This seems too much like an island!  
49. What sort of input did you have from prospective developers? 
50. Who will own the land?  
51. Are you keeping the skate park?  
52. What is approximate project start date? Can we give our email so that we get regular updates?  
53. Why is another hotel proposed when the current hotels in Troy have a low occupancy rate on 

weekends?  
54. Do we have to have maximum density?  
55. Will the public be allowed to vote on this development project? If not, why not?  
56. Will there be non-motorized facilities provided? If not, strongly encourage this be provided. 

Generally, this is a good idea. Strongly encourage the city to move ahead.  
57. What if a citizen has a different vision for the Civic Center and has her own master plan? 
58. Hotel? How are current hotels doing?   
59. Will there be a unifying architectural theme? Can you face lift all city buildings to match? 
60. Can I have the current windmills? Lottery? 
61. How many current zoning laws will you violate to build this monster? Has the planning 

commission been involved?  
62. Are citizens paying for it? 
63. Retail is changing. Will you fill retail spaces?  
64. Was an economic impact study conducted for the proposed development? Would this 

development increase employment in the city? Would it increase the tax base? 
65. Does transit center come into play with this development? How? 
66. Is there an area for concerts and farmer’s market? 
67. Why not develop the old Kmart or other vacant locations for this development?  
68. Will the city still own the land the residences are built on? If so, doesn’t this open the city to a 

lot of liability? 
69. Why did the new Raintree subdivision not get built as small housing? 
70. What is the square footage of the Civic Center area? 
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71. How many acres will be sold or leased? How will purchase price be determined? Who will own 
parking structure?  

72. How long to build once approved? Are there priorities for what gets developed first? 
73. What is the timeline to complete the development? Are there phases? If so, what are they? 

Will land be sold off? Where would the development funding come from?  
74. Who would be responsible to maintain the open spaces, flower beds, water shorelines, etc.? 

Where does the money come from for it?  
75. How much will the cottage homes cost? Are they one floor? 
76. What is the vision and motivations that is driving the development plan? How many families, 

people, and as a percentage of Troy’s population would live within this walkable urban town 
center?  

77. Who will be responsible for maintaining the retention pond to ensure it does not get choked 
with invasive species?  

78. Will this concept be accommodating a four season? I am out of the area for the summer and 
would like to use the area (visit) in winter. Will the walkways be cleaned of ice and snow? City 
pays?  

79. I didn’t notice any parking for the housing concepts….garages? Or would there need to be 
parking structures to accommodate the tenants along with the visitors?  

80. I didn’t see any parking concepts? Assuming since Birmingham and Royal Oak have parking 
issues, this concept would include multi-level decks? Free two hour parking? Will there be 
parking meters on streets?  

81. The current attraction for Troy residents are schools and open space. We choose not to live in 
Birmingham or Royal Oak. So why does the current government feel we need a congested city 
center?  

82. How would sufficient water flow be maintained in the proposed drain/pond to make the feature 
attractive and consistent throughout the year?  

83. Can you add elements (like a skating rink) from 2004 plan in order to maintain activity levels in 
the public realm during winter months? 

84. How will sufficient parking be maintained for the civic buildings and visitors for those who do 
not live in the Civic Center?  

85. What are the problems we are trying to solve? What are the goals/objectives for Troy that this 
town center concept addresses?  

86. Have you thought about all of the traffic? If you want to take your family possibly on bikes, how 
are they going to get there crossing over Big Beaver? Skywalk would be needed!  

87. Who is going to profit from all this? 
88. There has been no input in the original planning by the average citizen. Why not? Our leaders 

do not know what the average family or seniors need.  
89. There are several new hotels along Big Beaver and Stephenson. Are more hotel rooms 

needed?  
90. Is this walkable, urban, mixed-use town center primarily to “serve” the people who lived within 

the town center space? People who live outside will need to drive to town center; I hear 
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parking spaces are not good use of space. Where would they park, will there be sufficient 
parking?  

91. Who pays for the lake and drain improvements? Is parking by decks?  
92. Will the library millage go away if we do something like this project? 
93. Why want to attract “young people” “without car” “in debt” “that can only rent”. Why?  
94. Are Troy residents going to have the opportunity to vote on all of this 
95. If you can live in the newer town center, don’t you need a car to get to work? Probably work 

outside the town center.  
96. With all the retail and housing together, how is parking and noise going to be handled? 
97. What would the cost of the upkeep for the parks be? 
98. What is the plan for adequate parking in the proposed town center? 
99. You mentioned/showed two plans. Does the more moderate plan have opportunity for 

expansion? 
100. Will it crowd schools? What about traffic issues on Big Beaver? What is the ratio of apartments 

to homes with ownership in Birmingham and Royal Oak? 
101. How will geese/geese poop be controlled? People don’t use the Civic Center green space and 

sidewalks now due to disgusting, unhealthy goose poop 
102. What metrics demonstrate need for a hotel and 100,000 square feet for a hotel? 
103. Why not open library seven days a week? 
104. How will the library be integrated into the plan? It seems to be off to the side in this 

development. How will it be upgraded?  
105. What is this going to cost? Who is going to pay for it? What happens if it flops?  

Civic Center New Ideas 

 
1. Develop a phased approach to show as final. The pictures are too extreme to visualize.  
2. Allow one master developer, but also allow multiple developers for the diversity of housing 

stock. 
3. We do not need a new city hall. That money could be saved to use for developing common city 

center amenities. 
4. City center should be focused on being maintained for all of the community.  
5. Can we utilize an unused parking lot by roller blade area? Have volunteers spray for ice 

skating in the winter.  
6. Develop a phased approach to show us. Final pictures are too extreme to visualize.  
7. Start moving forward thinking.   
8. Good session—need more at times that more folks can attend. Weekends, not 6 pm on a 

weekday when it is difficult to attend after a long day at work.  
9. Do nothing. 
10. Great project! Just what we need. It seems that not a lot of young professionals (with young 

children) are involved. Maybe we could make them more aware of it via Troy Public schools 
(with homework or email) because they are probably very supportive of a project like that.  
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11. Suggesting to build 25 cottage homes neighboring to existing Westwood Park subdivision. This 
layout will have better view with 2 floor homes starting at Westwood Park to cottage to 3 floor 
townhomes to multi-level apartment to high-rise hotel.  

12. Add more cottage homes—there is a greater need.  
13. As a senior citizen I want affordable housing—not apartments or townhouses—I would like to 

see ranch type condos that I can afford. Right now when we move we won’t be able to stay in 
Troy.  

14. Troy schools are in better condition than Royal Oak or Birmingham—maybe because of 
housing type  

15.  A performing arts center.  
16. If we do develop the center, limit buildings to two stories (would lessen density and provide 

more serenity in space)  
17. Can we promote walkability by copying the Ann Arbor concept of “always activated” walk 

signals — don’t need to arrive, push button and possible wait on extra light cycle. Instead the 
walk light will always be on when you can walk.  

18. Would like to see new library—go vertical. 4 or 5 stories like Southfield and Rochester Hills 
library, not just an addition. Earmark new taxes from this project to fund, bond issues to pay for 
new library. 

19. Put this on Kmart property. 
20.  Incorporate renewable energy into the development. 
21. Incentives should be given to small business owners as opposed to chains. 
22. Have housing geared to seniors—e.g. single story homes; senior care center such as 

Stonecrest (would be less traffic impact; seniors needs would be met)  
23. Consult with Mr. Latham from Creating Sustainable Landscaping (he has been a speaker at 

Troy Public Library).  
24. No commercial entities on Civic Center land. No parking decks.  
25.  I-75 divides Troy. Is there a way to tie all the new development west of I-75 to this new plan? 

Not just a bridge to walk over, maybe a large bridge with shops or other development on the 
bridge so it all ties together.  

26. Public transit on major roads to get to it and other places. 
27. Why is this being proposed without agreement of the voters? The fed is going to demand low 

cost housing it is not shown  
28. Include medical facilities if you’re serious about making this useful to seniors.  
29. I would like to suggest that the city council vote to continue these meetings using the format 

used in the past that facilitated citizen participation  
30. Please include group homes for disabled adults. My son lives in one in downtown Rochester. I 

would love to bring him back “home” to his lifelong community, Troy. 
31. I heard library basement leaks. Other city buildings may need major repair. Now would be a 

good time to make these changes too.  
32. Library replacement: one of the oldest structures on the property, constant usage, and current 

resources stretched.  
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33. Fix roads and sewers first before Civic Center project. Example: Big Beaver, Rochester Rd. 
Based on transit deal, do not get into complex deals with a developer. The city should not pay 
for any infrastructure on a project. Sell the land; do not lease the land.  

34. Performing arts center and/or band shell 
35. Look into senior citizen “playgrounds”. They exist in England. They include fun, enriching, 

ergonomic, and safe recreational devices for the elderly. Kids tend to join them (or it can be 
exclusive) 

36. Need to complete sidewalk in all areas of city. Missing along streets in many areas.  
37. I know “nature abhors a vacuum” but please think long and hard before you develop this 

property. More green space, people who can afford to in this environmental utopia will want to 
break out of their cocoon and they will bring cars with them. We need/want another city vote in 
the future of this property. Clean and better verbiage on the method to achieve success. How 
many people at this meeting do you seriously believe want to live on this development or can 
afford it? 

38. Reference recent projects in Landscape Architecture Magazine in US and Europe. Some 
European models are enticing!  

39. Need DGT high rises—4 stories. Need to make the Emerald City like NYC Central Park.  
40. Consider experiments in Canton and Plymouth that didn’t work.  
41. Underground parking 
42. Improve transportation using autonomous vehicles, buses, or rails.  
43. Put more buildings in open space, more eating and gathering places so we can socialize there.  
44. Although Birmingham “district lofts” are rentals, their development is a good example of 

housing concepts. Could consider underground parking.  
45. Put homes close to the freeway. The library pool and tennis courts should be easily accessible 

to all residents.  
46. We should subsidize a new city development.  
47. Why is this not being done electronically? We should be able to track questions to ensure total 

disclosure and tracking.  
 

 


